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S n m n J i V 

In 'he fraraeworv. nf Eio^olubov'u axiomatic f.ppronch problems 
connected with the extension of thn acnttering n.itrix off the maee 
shell ore considered. A specific point for the 4tsnd*rd extension 
proceuure io the nnsumptiori that the four dimensional зрвее of 
virtual momenta in which the extended objects (fields, currents, 
П-matrix coefficient functions, etcj ere defined is fist Min
kowski jpace. However ..such s choice of the geometry of the virtual 
raomentum space does not follow from the basic axiomo of the theory 
and in fsc t is on independent postulate. In our opinion the pseudo-
euclidean raomentum space io not udequste for the description of the 
phenomena at high energies (short distances). We auppotie t.iat the 
use of Minkowski p-apace is actually responsible for the known 
difficulties of the locsl quantum field theory connected with the 
problem of multiplying of distributions with coinciding &'ingu}.a-
rities on the light cone. As an alternative we propose to use in 
the extension of the S-matrix a 4-motn.entum space of constant cur
vature (De-Sitter space) with curvature radius yP , where ia >a 
a fundamental length. The interaction laws of the elementary 
particles at large momenta are completely different in the now 
scheme. 

The off-mass-shell S-mstrix extension in the spirit of De-
Sitter p-эрасе geometry is consistent with the requirements of 
Poincare invariance, unitarity, spectrality, completeness of the 
system of asymptotic states. With the help of a Fourier transfor
mation in De-Sitter momentum epace a new configuration J- -apace 
is introduced, whose geometry for small distances £. tft is essen
tially different from the pseudoeuclidean one. The causality con
dition which is direct generalization of Bogolubov's causality 
condition, going to it in the 5-imit ?e-?0 , is formulated in 
terms of this Г-space. It ia demonstrated that in the developed 
theory the problem of distribution products loaea its acutenesa. 
In particular the commutation functions and propagators in the 
new scheme are usual (not generalized) functions and there is no 
arbitrariness in any their powers and products. 
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•j 1. As it is well known the riynnaicnl deocriution in qu«ntuji 
field Theory requires the use of quantitieo nff the таза shell. 
Such quantities are the Green's functions, the Heiaenberft Г ю Ы п 
and currc-r.ts, the scattering matrix depending on external fields 
and sources, etc. Some physical requirements and in particular He 
Bogclubov'e causality condition can b*> formulated only off the 
maaa shell. 

The extension of the S-ciatrix off the mass shell obeying 
besides the causality condition the standard set of axioms: 

1) Poincare' invsrience, 
2) Unitarity, 
3) Completeness of the system of states with positive 

energy, 
4) Uniqueness of the vacuum state, 
5) Stability of the vacuum and one particle states, 

leads to most general formulation of the present local quantum 
field theory . If we restrict ouraelfs in considering only onc-
compcnent acalar field r with mass m- t then the physical 
S-matrix may be represented aa the following decomposition: 

Here we deliberately use vp -repieaentntion4 liy definition: 
j_ ' 

(2) 

(3) 
and 

(•m*-^')4 (?)-<? (4a) 

(4b) 
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From (4b) 9nd the invariance of Z3 under translation trBnsforme-
t ions 

ЧЧг) -* £'Г\(9) (5) 
it follows that the coefficient function (c.f.) S^Cfi, • . f») 
in the decomposition (1) is defined only on the surface: 

fN™.1, ,f*-™£ ( 6 ) 

which further on we shall call таээ Bhell. 

J_2. One of the ways to extend the S-matrix off the mass shell 
is to add a classical field to the operator ^Cf) • The resulting 
extended operator ф(̂ >) doea not satisfy more theKlein Gordon 
equation (4a) and the 4-moraenta & (i = 1, 2, ... n), on which de
pend the extended c.f. ЬД^, ,j>«.) *are off the hyperboloide: 

i.e.,become virtual. 
It ia uaually considered as obvious that the virtual 4-mo-

menta form ч pseudoeuclidean Minkowski space (M). At least it is 
supposed in the present qunitum field theory. This ia the reason 
why, for example, the region in which the с $. S„ (fL;-- , p«.) 
are defined in translation invariant way is (c.f. eq. (6)): 

(?!*• *1>Ow=0 , (4'0JJ,2,i 
^ (81 

<j\ e M , , ^ f M . 

Analyzing the axioms of quantum field theory we concluded that 
the pseudoeuclidean character of the 4-dimenflional apace of virtual 
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momenta does not follow from theae axioms and ie essentially new 
poetulote of the theory. 

It ie well known that in locol field theory one has to work 
with products of generalised functions with coinciding singulari
ties on the light cone: 

C <.- V*) 1=f'=° (9) 
These products are not defined in a unique way and as a result 
in the theory pppear arbitrary constants, divergences, etc. 

In momentum representation these diffic.lties are nssocisted 
with the region of large virtual momenta. But,aa we said above;the 
choice of the geometry of the virtual momentum space is not firmly 
conracted with the basic requirements of the theory snd is in feet 
in our hsnds. We think that in the usual theory this choice is 
unsuccessful, i.e.»pieudoeuclidean character of the 4-dimensi-
onal momentum space is actually responsible for the mentioned 
difficulties of the local theory, 

§ 3. Aa an alternative in order to describe the virtual 
4-raoraenta, we propose to use one of the De-^itter spaces: 

:'-"" " M ?, = -•" " " Ji • (11* 
Here ' is a new universal constant with dimension of length ("fun
damental length"). H i3 the corresponding "fundamental mns3".Lat2r 
on we shall put а - С = М - ^ о - 1 • 

When ]•]/< I both De-3itter spaces (10) and (11) coincide with 
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the Minkowski apace. If /f|£i the curvature effects become essen
tial. Therefore in a field theory using De-Sitter p-space the 
large virtual momenta are described in a completely different 
manner in comparison with the usual theory* 

Treaently we can not definitively choose one of the possibi
lities (10)-(11). Here we shall consider only the сазе (10). There
fore our basic idea may be formulated in the following way; in the 
extension off the maas shell the virtual 4-momenta -fy, ({4 =0,1,2,3) 
become arbitrary vectors in De-Sitter space 

fa-fSff П • (12) 
Doing that we consider that the axioms 1-5 have to be satisfied 
like they were before. 

It is clear that in the new scheme the region in which the 
extended c.f. S4Cpi,-,f»v) are defined have to be (instead of (8)1; 

< l (13) 

Let Ф(>.*ч) be the operator of the extended fieldj defined 
on De-Sitter space (12). Like before this quantity depends on four 
variables, for -Instance (^fbft^s) * I t : f o l l o m from (13) that in 
the new scheme the extended S-matrix is invariant -under the "gauge" 
transformation (compere with eq„ (5));*' 

Ф О , К > -» e'*** ф ( * л О t J?*. -- ?>«*- ? & • (14) 

к) 'In the proposed theory transformations of the type (14) 
can be considered as primary, completely forgeting that in the usual approach they correspond to translations K-̂ x-to. in the space time* The important poivit is that the invariance under the group (14) leads to the usual 4-momentum conservation law in the c.f; ty*...*?*)-.©. 
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It ie extrenely important to understand that the curvature of 
the p-epace and the requirement of invariance of the theory under 
transformation» (14) are completely compatible with each other. 
This is seen when analyzing relations (13) and compering them with 
(в). 

§ 4» It can be easily seen that the hyperboloide (7) can be 
embedded in De-Sitter p-space only if the condition 

'Wv* fr i (15) 
is satisfied* 

We shell виррове that the restriction (15) is always fulfilled 
for the masses of these objects, which are described by quantized 
У -fields.Then (7) is equivalent to the relation: 

CflrT>4>(f4-«-'v>0 - О (16) 
where by definition7n4=Vt^ml^:0 . Since on the surface (12) to any 
fixed value of о there correspond two different just by sign values 
of <tv , then each of the brackets in (16) can vanish: 

Ь*^'°' (17b) 
Let us now make an important physical assumption: for the free 

field ffoft)defined in De-Sitter л>-вресе only the condition (17a) 
is satisfied. In other words: 

We introduced the factor 2 in order eq- (18) to coincide exactly 
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with ê . (4a) in the "flat" linit,-ni,lpi«i • 
Prom CIS) it followa (compare with (4b)) that: 

4 ( № ) = S(2f,-2m,)4fc>,p,), (19) 
«here ̂ (>/£,) is operator without aingularitiee on the aurface (17a). 

The invariant volume element in the space (12) may be written 
in different waye: 

4). Я Л Г = dcod»^ (20) 

2). AUf- Z'Sk-V.r?-'??)'*'? --

-- 2 CM (d-f^-r-p;)! 0^-

Л-.-1 
,* 

^(чмча/-* , 

M+ = { (J t A < О • 

(21) 

(22a) 

(22b) 

(22c) 

(23) 
Last formulae show that the integration over Бе-Sitter JD -apace 

can be reduced to standard operations with analytical functionals. 
In fact this is equivalent to some natural way of regularixation 

/3/ 
of the integrals in this space (see for instance ' ' ) • 

The equation baaed on relation (17b) has no formally cor
rect flat limit. Let us note,however, that from an optimistic point 
of view on the theory developed here we have not to exclude the 
possibility, that particle states with-ft <О can have for the new 
theory such a fundamental meaning as, for instance, the states 
with negative energies in Dirac's theory of the electrons 
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The fcur-diaeneional b -function in De-Sitter \> -врнсе can 
be reprcatnted by the relation; 

-=i-r * * Cf if) (2«b) 5 ф (?'?*) 
In the decomposition of the scattering matrix i:. terms of 

*f -fields every field operator appeers accompanied by "its own" 
volume element: 

(the dots substitute other operators, volume elements, c.f.,etc). 
Now using (19) and (£0) expression (25) can Je written in the fol
lowing way: 

((...1<af'«(f,f4)...4...i?(p.i-f*?M)«tVS'C2f,-2W,);f(v.,m,) . = 

- <y.. « f m O ^ f , » . . ) , ! ' , , ... ( 2 6 ! 

In the "flot" limit taking into account \4b) we should have 
inatebd of (26): 

\...Л.\Ч(?У.. = \ - Sd.'-mOCefpJ^f... ( 2 7 ) 

Comparing (26) and (27) we conclude that ir» the surface (7) the 
following equality should be satisfied: 

V C f i w O * ^ ( f ) , (28) 
Helatior (28) plays the rola of в qpecifii. "correspondence 

principle". With its help the commutation relations which should 
bo satisfied by the solutions of equation (19) can Ъэ determined. 
Simple calculations #ive: 
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The notion of a normal product cf field operatorв and the 
correspondent Wick1a theorem can bt formulated in the new scbaae 
without changaa in principle- In auoh a way the S-matrix, like 
before, may be rapreaented in the form of a decomposition, juat 
making formally the substitution: 

On the maoe shell, because of (28), the substitution (30) 1J 
reduced only iata introduction of new notations. However in the 
extension of the field off the shell ^*Tn. t , i.e.,in the tr«nei-
tion from the operator v̂ (p,p,) to the operator фС^р*) а n** 
extended s-matrix appeara. Ita coefficient functions, as we already 
mentioned are defined in regions of the type (13) and therefore the 
behaviour of these functions at large virtual momenta |pl£,J_ 
is much different to all with which we are familiar in the con
ventional theory. 

Let ua further note that because of the translation invariance 
the total 4-momentum in the new scheme is conserved in any 
transition and all the properties of this quantity, in particular 
the character of the spectrum remain unchanged too* For instance 
for a system of two хгае particisa with 4-aomanta Л and te wa have: 

Цууь*- ± O + pO 1^» . (31) 
However the curvature of the f-apace inevitably offacta the 

4-momenta which are not fixed by the total momentum conservation 
law. These 4-momenta in the uaual theory are proportional to the 
differences of the particles momenta (real or virtual) and may 
be conventionally called "relative" momenta. 
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& S. The "distortion" of the relative aoetntua of the tyatesi 
of two particles in the new scheme can be illustrated by the follo
wing reasoning. Let^a^f,,^ and (f»,e>4,) a r * l w o 5-voctora of the 
apsce (12)* X? fivfa* ™i<f than we have real particles; in the 
general case, which we shall conaidar, the corresponding particles 
are virtual. Let ue paaa from eight independent variables (v.fv) 
and (̂ ,Y*-4̂  t o n # w 1 г а г"Ь1ед aaong which we shell obligatory want 
the total energy-aonentusi vector to be: 

P « = ^.*fOj« > C* = »**.*.*- (32) 
In the usual theory the second independent 4-vector is usually 
taken to be the "relative" moaentue a , defined by the relations: 

^ - < V + f ' * 2. (33) 

In De-Sitter -p -space direct analogues of the formulae (33) e*iat: 

{ P l , < 3 4 ' 

1 l (36) 

where , -, 

In these relations with the symbol (+) we denote the operation of 
translation on the surface (12). This operation belongs to the mo
tion group S0(2,3). Explicitly: 

Щ -. (вадс),. = 6 Г *• c r (6, - k ^ 
(a), = ( в ю с ) , = 6,c,_ feo- ' ( 3 6 ) 
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In the flnt limit, obviously fe«c-»fc»c . 
Cooing back to (34) and comparing these foraulae with (33) 

we conclude that together with ^."independent" variable is the 
4-moeentum d«which bolon^a, in contrast to Pp to the De-Sitter 
space (12)* 

Now it is clear that in the theory we developed alao the 
quantities, which are in the flat liait coordinate differencestwill 
be essentially modified. We shall denote these "relative" coordi
nates by£(compare with (9)). Evidently the {-space is canonically 
conjugated to the curved *?-space (12)in the spirit of the corres
pondent Fourier transforation. Later on we shall denote the 
kernel of this transformation by ^flftft^ * 

я 6̂  Quantities ̂ sif»f>v> are eigenfunctions of the Casimir's 
operators of the group 50(2,3); 

- 4 k(ffi ^ k^^y" *<? № , w (37> 

( q*(V is the metric tensor of the curved 4-space (12), 3 - ̂ hjjnvlt 
and Г is a complete set of observablea in the new configuration 
representation). Without going into details let us only notice that 
the X ^spectrum in (37) corresponds to the maximally degenerate 
series of unitary representations of the group S0(2,3)' and 
consists of two branches-discrete end continuous: 

( L(L+3) ^ L*-*>ot 1, ... (38a) 

(38b) 

In the flat limit (37) becomes the eigenvalue problem for the 
operator of the pseudoeuclidean interval \i ~-) , The L-region 
goes into the tiraelike region and the Л -region into the 
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spacelike region. Let ua emphasise the. there ia no analogue of 
the light-cone in the apectrum (38). This surface appears only 
in the flit Unit, 

The beads functions ^Ifjf^ corresponding to the apectrum 
(38) вау be written in relativietic invariant way 

<Wt.N>* Cft+t^^V^A **,.!. < 4 0 ) 

The functions (39) in accordance with the discrete character of 
the spectrum (3Ba) are square integrable in the metrics 4.-Пр 
and (40) have to be considered as generalized function of the 
type(23). 

In the flat limit any of these quantities transforms In 
usual exponent: 

In order to perform Fourier transformation in De-Sitter 
*> -space one may also use basis functions in which the complete 
set of variables x differs from the set (39)-(40)> Let us consider 
in this connection the generators of the 5-rotationa in the ( p^ )~ 
planes: 

M < " » - i * i - . U 3 ) 

The zero component of this 4-vector in terms of (4? )- coordinates 
( see (21) ) is equal to M"11*-*^ . From here, imposing perio
dicity into , we obtain that in any Lorenta reference frame the 
eigenvalues of the operator M are integers *л * 0,г1,±2(... and the 
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correspondent eigenfunctions have the font: 

Sine* M'4 commutes with the Casimir» operator of the group 
$0(2,1), -n, may Ъе included in the complete set of obserrablee 

together with \ . In ouch a way we get one sore set of basia 
functions. Their use is particularly attractive because of the 
simpleu) -dependence: 

0.*> lfVF»>=<>lw><A,n, ..|£>. { 4 5 ) 

The dote correspond to the other variables in the complete set. 
Aa an illustration we give the full expression for a function of 
the considered type in the case of the discrete spectrum: 

Here 0vK is Gegenbauer polynomial and A is a normalization constant. 
The function (46) ia different from zero if: 

l?vl»L+3 = 2,3,4,... (47) 
The discrete parameter y\, we shall call "time", because in 

the flat limit the quantity n coincides with the time operator 
-*— of the usual theory, 

A remarkable property of the discrete timoi- is the inva-
riance of its sign in the representstiona of 50(2$ corresponding 
to the discrete "timelike" region(08): 

д = ***»r , Ц- X.-L(L+3). (48) 
The inequality (47) in thia сазе plays the role of "tiroellkeneas" 
condition» 

Because of (48) the operators in the L -region can be 
ordered in invariant way in the parameterw« The correspondent 
"step" function has the form; 
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9 W " - ' 1 T ^ T ^ "~ " 1 О <wo (49) 

Now we are able to make the following conclusion: the new 
F -apace consists of two regions,L and Л , which are analogous to 
the timelike and spaeelike regions of the pseudoeuclidean space. 
Moreover - in the L-region one can order in an invariant way in 
terms of the discrete ties. Therefore in our disposal we have all 
necessary machinery in order to formulate the causality condition 
in the developed theory. This condition, as we already said, can 
be written only off the mass shell. Therefore it would be sensitive 
to the accepted by us way of extension off the mass shell. 

$ 7. In order to be able to attack the problem of causality 
some preliminary work is needed. 

Let us consider the operator; 

^ =&*. ̂  W**> y ( f'^ л П г < s°> 
Let us now apply to it the translation transformation (14): 

eft tetef^CftiOe''1"'^ з *Us). ( S 1> 
In the flat limit we have, of course: 

V.fe=^(5+u). (52) 
In tha present case the quantities я and 5 have completely diffe
rent mathematical nature and this is the reason why^.tj) f fffta) 

Let us further put by definition: 
<̂ i W t ' ^ X ^ 0 ) . (S3) 

and let us consider the commutator flUfX^aC'O] • With the help 
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of (29) it ia easy to demonstrate that it does not depend on a » 
i.e.»is translation invariant: 

iX(s),lW = ±Щ9 --^ ^ ^ « ^ • N - ^ H • t s 4 ) 

From (04) it follow» that: 
[Ч.(Т),"«.(0>] = 0 , (55) 

iff is in the continuous spacelilce series (38b). 
Completely in the same manner one can prove that: 
(Х(5),Чч(-р]гО t *- arbitrary, ̂ e-A-series (56) 
Let us mention, by the way, that the variable T plays the role 

of a "relative" coordinate in the considered commutation relatione» 
The equalities (55) and (56) may be taken as pattern in the formu
lation of the locality condition in a theory with interaction. 

Now let ua consider the chronological product of free V -
fields: 
"T4(5)t(p) = G N f . W » 1- е(-кКл(о)УЛ-5)- (67) 

This product, because of (<i8a) and (55) is invariant. After putting 
(57) in normal form end taking into account (49) we obtain: 
? V $ K W = :Ч;(5Н*(о): +• <°УТъ(%Шо)\о> , (58) 

^ } 2(рч-'»ч^-"0 (59) 
Therefore we have the right to interprets the quantity 

^ ' ( f > ' ^ r - 1 (eo> 
as the propagator of a free pBDticle. Let us also notice4het 
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55 (?) ia Green'в function of the equation (18). 
§^8. Let ua define the current operator in De-Sitter apace by: 

Evidently under tranaforaationa (14) and because of the invariance 
of the S-matrix we shall have: 

Applying Bimulteneouely the transformations (SO) and (62) to the 
operator (61) we obtain in complete analogy with (51): 

*.fe) « ^ W^VSIMO fatf^- ( 6 3 ) 

Let ua now introduce the "bilocal" variation derivative: 

We poatulete that our current operator aetiefiea the condition; 

where the symbol £^0 we understand in'the following wey: 

1) either T 6- L - aeries end i x > 0 
2) or т е A -series. 
Evidently the flat limit of (85) is the Bogolubov's causality 

condition 
,*, - 0 for J > 0 «.-arbitrary (66) 

Here the symbol "̂ £.0 has already the usual sense: 
1) either %г>0 ,^.УО , 2) or f г< О . 
Using the well known "solvability condition", following from 

the commutativit'y of the variation derivatives -£- , At is easy 
от 
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to write relation (66) in the following form: 

(fe«l>w-ief-*>tMo..i.(-«] < 6 7 ) 

tjeOO,jj(-*)] -0 , i f %e A -aeries, «, is arbitrary. (68) 
Equality (68) has to be considered as the locality condition 

for the current in the new scheme (c.f.(5$). It ensures the rela-
tivistic invariance of the equation (67). 

Relations (67) and (68) may be used in order to obtain the 
S-matrix c.f., for example in perturbation theory» 

The product of the step 9-function and the current commutator 
appearing in (67} have to be considered with closeat attention since 
in the usual theory such kind of products can not be uniquely 
defined (see above). In other words a reasonable question arises: 
what happens with the products of generalized functions with 
coinciding singularities in the present scheme? 

§ 9. In order to clarify this question let us consider in the 
framework of the usual theory the product of the functions H(rB) 
and 6(iQ . Since Ofo)s ̂  \dt -£^_1" , then formally 

щ,ц^._ ^ T - ^ }*(*.) =-*<*). 
A more rigorous approach based on the theory of the generalized 
functions gives: 

®fy) (̂5") - С ̂ ( W » where С is an arbitrary constant. 
The analogue of &(%J)bfe) in the new scheme is the expression 

& W n̂,o , where &(n) is the step function (49), and %n^ is 
the Kronecker symbol. Therefore 
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(*Ь*у*Е -.is the new integration variable). 
The conclusion which can be drown by the considered example 

is that the functions 9^0 and *> n o are, contrary to their con-
tinuoua analogues, ordinary (not generalized ) functions and their 

product is constructed in an unique way» 
It turns sut that a similar situation holds in the more gene

ral case. For instance, the commutator (54) for zero mass particles 
is given by the expression: 

W&M'Trlwri Vi' £ W * •<«-•*•** , ( 7 0 ) 

In the "class ical" caae we should have correspondingly: 

2>f5) I = J. t ( 5 , 5(5l.) . (71, 

A comparison of formulae (70) and (71) demonstrates that the 
first one has a completely well defined mathematical sense and can 
be interpreted as an ordinary product of ordinary functions* and 
at the same time the second formula is a typical for the orthodox 
field theory example of multiplying of singular generalized functi
ons with coinciding singularities» 

It should be clearly understood that the appearance in our 
formalism of discrete (quantised) variables L and TV is directly 
connected with the boundednese of the new A> -space in timelike 
direction in the sense of De-Sitter metrics. Owing to the some 

' A similar statement is true for the function -30s»o) tor**+ot for all commutation functions and propagators and also for arbitra
ry powera and products of these quantities. 
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reason the "plane waves" (39) and (46), corresponding to the 
timelike L -series are square integrablefunctione. The last cir
cumstance will play an important role in the example, which we 
consider below. 

Let 

3* ft)-•'(*« «У: "2) 
is a "bilocal" operator, constructed of the fields (SI). Fro» 
(56) it is obvious that: 

[J,te)(]*(-rv] = 0 1 if $€-Л -eerie» (73) 

and 4. is arbitrary 

It is clear also that 

where _ . ^ 
2 (?) = • ЫП): 

Now let ue consider the integral: 

where d.j£* = i " ' is the volume element 

of the configuration space. In the flat ximit this quantity coin
cides up to a constant factor with the real part of the one par
ticle propagator, calculated in second order of the perturbation 
theory, in a model with interaction of tue type: ; т (*>'(*^. As it 
is well known in this case the correspondent integral is diver
gent. The reason is thet the product of the generalized function* 
6lV) and ^°lr}l^),J(-?)]icO> i s n o t integrable becauae of coin
cidence of their singularities at ¥ = 0 , in the con
sidered case, because of the locality condition (73) only the 
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L -region contributes to (74). Taking into account that the 
functions ^If.fv) are aquare-integrable in this region it ia easy 
to prove that the integral (74) is absolutely convergent. 

The considered examples testify, apparently, that the extension 
of the S-matrix off the m a s s shell, based on Бе-Sitter p-spece 
is less singular and mathematically more correct than the exten
sion based on Minkowski momentum space. 

It is interesting to note here that in our scheme ths genera
lized functions are removed, in certain way, from the d;:imn\cel 
part of the theory to the kinematical (plane waves, volute element) 
and it happens that on their new place they allow unique regulari-
xation. 

§ 10. Our exposition is Inevitably fragmentary, '.Ve did not 
say abo'jt numerous applications of our theory:systems of integral 
equations for the Green*в functions, spectral representations,three-
dimensional formulation of the two-body problem, different conse
quences for the phenomenological approaches, etc. We only wanted the 
main idea of this work to be correctly understood; there exists a 
possibility of extension the S-matrix off the mass shell in a 
four-dimensional momentum space with De-Sitter geometry and this 
possibility is internally consistent. 
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